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Purpose of this document
We would like to thank all participating companies 
and other stakeholders for contributing to the 
perpetual evolution of the Corporate Sustainability 
Assessment (CSA). The invaluable feedback and 
expert insights that we receive are essential to 
maintain a methodology that drives new thought 
about sustainability concepts and strategies to  
deliver real impact.

This document provides an overview of:

• Our approach and our procedures implemented  
to optimize our assessment methodology  
and solutions

• A selection of major changes to the 2021  
CSA methodology

• Explanations of the rationale behind the 
 changes made

• Observations on how companies performed  
on these new or updated topics

As in previous years, you have access to a series of 
webcasts on the newly introduced questions. Our 
sustainability experts will discuss findings and will 
answer questions from companies. Register or watch  
a replay of the CSA Methodology Updates 2021 
webcast and other 2021 webcasts as well. 

More information about the CSA methodology can be 
found on our website.

Methodology Review Approach
Each year, following the announcement of the CSA 
results of the previous assessment, the CSA is reviewed. 

• Capture emerging trends: Adjustments are made 
to the questions and their relative weights to 
capture new sustainability trends and issues that 
are expected to have an impact on companies’ 
competitive landscape. This annual update ensures 
that we focus on the relevant financially material 
intangible factors which have demonstrated 
clear correlations to past financial performance. 
Incorporating these updates into the CSA 
methodology development process allows the  
Environmental, Social, Governance (ESG) analysis to 
remain focused on financially material factors. 

Introduction

• Remove questions that are no longer material:  
We aim to reduce the overall number of questions 
in the questionnaire. We remove questions that are 
no longer of material significance to companies, or 
address topics that have become common practice 
and thus no longer distinguish leading companies. 
This has allowed us to introduce new general  
and industry-specific criteria. Thanks to these 
deletions and additions, we guarantee that our 
assessment raises the corporate sustainability bar 
and challenges companies in their thinking about 
long-term risks and opportunities.

Addressing the Reporting 
Burden 
In dialogue with companies, we consistently hear 
about reporting fatigue – an issue that we take 
seriously and have been addressing for several 
years. Our continued efforts to reduce the burden 
on companies responding to the CSA incorporates 
various measures: 

• We strive to cut down the length of the 
questionnaire. Each year, we delete numerous 
questions (see Methodology Review Approach 
above). 

• We have focused on aligning our methodology  
with international reporting standards, including 
GRI and CDP to ensure that companies do not 
need to report the same data in different ways for 
different audiences. 

• We have clarified our approach to public supporting 
evidence and broken down our expectations around 
references and comments. Only documents that are 
truly relevant to the questions being asked should 
be attached.
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Methodology Updates Summary
For the 2021 CSA, we continued to align our 
methodology not only with our own research of 
the most financially material topics, but also with 
widely accepted sustainability reporting frameworks 
such as GRI and CDP. This helps to streamline the 
questionnaire, improve clarity and data consistency, 
and address the growing reporting burden faced by 
companies. We also introduced new questions to 
further challenge companies on emerging risks and 
opportunities.

As shown in Table 1 below, 21 criteria were updated in 
the past 12 months and one criterion was added as 
a future question. This led to overall 23 new and 29 
updated questions.

In the “Governance and Economic” dimension, 
the major updates were in the field of companies’ 
preparedness and management of risks and 
opportunities and in the area of product stewardship 
and customer relations.

In the “Environmental” dimension, updates generally 
aim at higher resource efficiency: thus either current 
or expected climate-change (scope 1 and 2) related 
regulatory changes or to address current trends to 
reduce waste volumes and land consumption.

In the “Social” dimension, the main updates are in the 
fields of employee attraction and adhesion as well 
as in the area of community livelihood and how the 
underlying issues are managed – from commitments 
to assessments onto mitigation or remediation.

Compared to last year’s methodology updates, there 
are far more new and updated questions this year. 
As we seek to keep this document digestible for our 
readers, we would like focus on those criteria updates 
that we consider most interesting and relevant for 
the majority of our audience. The criteria explained 
and outlined in more detail under the heading Major 
Methodology Updates are highlighted in red in Table 1.
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Table 1: List of updated criteria in the 2021 cycle grouped among the three major ESG dimensions.  
Criteria highlighted in red are discussed in more detail in Major Methodology Updates.

UPDATED CRITERIA                          QUESTIONS TOTAL

New Updated

Governance & Economic Dimension

Efficiency & Reliability 0 2 2

Financial Stability & Systemic Risk 0 1 1

Product Quality & Recall Management 1 1 2

Risk & Crisis Management 0 1 1

Sustainable Construction 1 0 1

Sustainable Finance 1 0 1

Tax Strategy 0 2 2

Environmental Dimension

Biodiversity 1 2 3

Building Materials 0 1 1

Climate Strategy 4 0 4

Food Loss & Waste 2 0 2

Low Carbon Strategy 2 0 2

Product Stewardship 0 1 1

Sustainable Agricultural Practices 1 2 3

Transmission & Distribution 0 2 2

Social Dimension

Human Capital Development 0 1 1

Human Rights 0 4 4

Labor Practice Indicators 3 2 5

Living Wage 1 1 2

Occupational Health & Safety 0 4 4

Talent Attraction & Retention 3 2 2

Future Question

Sustainable Activities 3 0 3

Total 23 29 52
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Clarified Expectations  
of Public Disclosure
Supporting documents are required for questions 
so that we can verify the answers provided. Over 
the past years, we have increased the number of 
questions requiring publicly available data and 
supporting evidence. This is in line with the growing 
amount of corporate sustainability disclosures and 
it answers investors’ general demand for greater 
transparency and more readily available information. 
To be clear about the expectations around public 
disclosure, we mark a specific subset of questions 
with one of two designations:

• This question requires publicly available 
information: Questions marked with this 
designation require publicly available information. 
If you include information (that is not publicly 
available) which our analysts cannot access in the 
public domain, we will not assess your response 
and no points will be awarded for this question: our 
assessment for this question is based upon your 
public disclosure of the information requested. 
Publicly available information should be directly 
accessible through navigation from your company’s 
own website or a related website (e.g., subsidiary, 
affiliate, etc. – external websites are not acceptable).

• Additional credit will be granted for relevant 
publicly available evidence: For questions 
marked with this designation, we ask for publicly 
available information, if available. We encourage 
you to provide evidence that is publicly available 
for these questions and will grant additional credit 
for relevant publicly available evidence provided. 
However, these questions do not require publicly 
available supporting evidence, and you are welcome 
to share non-public documents as references. 

We intend that questions in the latter category 
(“where publicly available evidence grants additional 
credit”) gradually shift towards the first category, 
requiring then public evidence. We see the Corporate 
Sustainability Assessment as a useful tool to promote 
corporate disclosure on underreported or emerging 
sustainability topics – to the benefit of companies’ 
shareholders, investors, and other stakeholders. 
Over the years, we have received positive feedback 
from companies reaffirming this role. Over time, we 
plan to continually increase the scope of corporate 
sustainability disclosure. 

General Guidance Updates

Data Quality 
Sustainability data is increasingly being used by 
investors to measure the impact of their investments. 
To provide meaningful sustainability data and enable 
better-informed investment decisions, data needs to 
be precise and comparable. While the overall quality 
of sustainability information is improving, our analysts 
still modify around 20-35% of data collected through 
the CSA, either through public disclosures or data 
provided directly by companies.

On an ongoing basis, we review and adapt our data 
definitions as global reporting measurement and 
reporting standards develop. We would like to remind 
companies that the quantitative data provided  
must meet the definitions given in the question 
information texts. Any deviations from these 
established definitions must be clearly explained  
in the comment field. 

It remains essential that companies each year:

• consult the information texts, and 

• read the question texts carefully 

to review what has changed from one year to the next. 

Please make sure that: 

• data is reported in the specified units given in the 
question, and 

• any conversions to these units are performed 
correctly. 

Reporting and collecting high-quality sustainability 
data is the critical first step towards ensuring that 
ESG information becomes more widely accepted and 
used by the investment community. If you have any 
inquiries or doubts regarding data operationalization, 
please do not hesitate to contact our dedicated 
helpline: csa@spglobal.com.
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Question Information Fields  
& the Company Comment Field
We regularly include individual text fields within 
the question layout to allow companies to provide 
explanations or descriptions if we require these to 
assess the data provided.

The information written in these fields should: 

• relate specifically to the data reported,

• be in line with the exact question asked, and 

• not be used to provide additional comments 
describing related initiatives, etc. 

Furthermore, regarding the comments left in the field 
available at the bottom of each question, we kindly 
ask companies to minimize the length of comments 
provided. We ask you to follow a few guiding principles 
for the main company comment field:

• Providing explanatory comments should be the 
exception rather than the rule. 

• Additional comments should primarily be used to 
explain changes in data, calculation methodologies, 
or why a question does not apply to your business 
model. If the data provided does not fit the format of 
the question asked, you can use the comment field 
to explain how the data may differ.

• Be brief and to the point. Please make sure that 
the information provided specifically relates to the 
question and reported data. 

The company comment section does not directly 
contribute to the final score of any given question 
unless a company fails to provide the information 
requested in the question layout itself, and yet 
manages to provide that information in the company 
comment (thus resulting in our analysts using this 
additional information to give the company credit). 
Finally, long comments do not equal better scores. 

Supporting Evidence, 
Documents, and References
Please make sure that the attached documents 
and public references (web links) are necessary and 
relevant for the analyst to understand your response 
to each question asked. 

Please be as specific as possible in terms of the page 
number and sections of the relevant documents. 

For questions where we do not explicitly require 
evidence, you may attach documents in the document 
library, but we do not guarantee we will review them.

Non-English Documents
We recognize that many CSA participants are based 
in non-English speaking countries, and often their 
base of operations may also be concentrated in these 
countries. Nevertheless, the official language of the 
CSA is English. In 2021, the ESG Research team has 
been supported for the first time by a translation 
team for publicly available company documents. This 
approach shall be kept in the future. However, for 
non-public documents provided to support your CSA 
answers, we continue to rely on clear translations and 
summaries of foreign-language texts to verify your 
answers and supporting evidence provided, as stated 
in our Language Policy.

Percentile Ranks
In addition to the absolute criterion score, companies 
receive a percentile ranking for each criterion. 

As the CSA methodology is continuously being 
developed and question and criterion weightings may 
shift over time, the percentile ranks are a useful tool 
to track performance against industry peers. It shows 
the relative performance rather than the absolute 
performance of the company.

Percentile Ranks are calculated based on the CSA 
results for all companies assessed for inclusion in 
an S&P Global ESG Index and originally published on 
November 12, 2021 (5,200+ companies). Companies 
outside of this anchor universe are fitted into the 
percentiles distribution based on their score relative 
to the companies in the anchor universe. The 
percentile represents the percentage of assessed 
companies in the anchor universe that have received 
an equal or lower score compared to your company. 
For example, if a company has a percentile ranking 
of 95 for a specific criterion, this means that the 
company scored equal to or higher than 95% of the 
companies in its industry in the anchor universe.
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Question Scoring
The maximum score for each question is 100. The 
various answer options within a question are scored 
individually or in combination, with the total sum 
resulting in a maximum of 100 points. 

Data that is not provided or deemed relevant to the 
question is not scored and may contribute to a lower 
overall question score. 

Removing or adding options to a question may impact 
the weight of each question component and thus 
the overall scoring of the question. Therefore, it is 
important to carefully review each question every  
year as new elements may have been added or 
previous options removed. Examples of the major 
changes to questions will be discussed in the section  
Major Methodology Updates.

Criterion Scoring
Criterion scores are determined by a weighted sum 
of question scores. As previously described, adding 
or removing questions within a criterion will shift the 
weight of individual questions and therefore impact 
the criterion score. 

Hence, a criterion score can change even if the 
answers provided to the individual questions have not 
changed from one year to the next. This can be due to 
question deletions, new questions, or if the underlying 
scoring scheme at the question level has changed.

In 2021, like every year, we have reviewed the 
question- and criterion-level weights for all 
61 industries that we cover. This enables us 
to increase the focus on industry-specific 
material issues and truly capture the industries’ 
heterogeneity. Industry-specific indicator weights 
are applied to their respective ESG dimensions. 

The indicators are reviewed each year based on 
their financial materiality within each industry and 
prioritized according to their expected magnitude 
and the likelihood of their impact on corporate 
value drivers: growth, profitability, capital 
efficiency, and risk. 

Scoring Methodology Updates

Weights
As part of our effort to increase transparency towards 
companies, S&P Global publicly discloses the criterion 
weights for all industries on the CSA website at the 
beginning of each methodology year. The weightings 
of both individual questions and criteria are subject to 
annual review. The review is based on the materiality 
of each topic to an industry and question introduction 
or deletion. As a result, criterion scores may change 
due to a change in the underlying question weights. 
When introducing new criteria, S&P Global aims to set 
the weight of these criteria low in the initial years. This 
allows companies to adjust to the new concepts and 
improve their data collection and reporting systems in 
these areas.
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Scoring Variations

TRANSPARENCY/DISCLOSURE VS.   
PERFORMANCE SCORING

Changes in scores can result from a change in the 
scoring approach, moving from “disclosure” scoring 
towards “performance” scoring. 

• “Disclosure” scoring awards points for 
qualitative or quantitative information  
without placing value judgment on the answer.  
For example, if the questionnaire asks for the 
share of female managers, the score could be 
driven by the company’s ability to report the 
number of women in management, indicating 
that this is something the company is actively 
tracking (disclosure). 

• “Performance” scoring would be driven 
by the actual number of female managers, 
measured against the total number of managers 
(performance). When introducing new questions 
asking for quantitative information, the initial 
focus is typically on disclosure scoring, awarding 
points to companies that can disclose relevant 
information. Then, as data collection and 
reporting mature over time, performance scoring 
may be introduced to capture a trend or measure 
a company’s performance relative to peers.

PUBLIC VS. NON-PUBLIC INFORMATION

In several questions, we ask companies to 
provide documents to support their responses. 
Considering the growing demand for accountability 
and transparency, our methodology increasingly 
focuses on assessing publicly available information. 
Questions that require public information or where 
more credit is awarded for public availability are 
clearly marked.

There are also questions within the CSA where 
we do not require public information. For these 
questions, companies are able to provide internal 
documents to support and verify their answers.

PEER GROUP SCORING VS. COMPANY-SPECIFIC 
HISTORICAL PERFORMANCE

Peer group scoring measures a company’s 
performance relative to industry peers. Company-
specific historical performance assesses a single 
company’s absolute or relative progress over time. 

Below is an overview of the different types of 
scoring used. Please note that “transparency”  
and “performance” refer to the scoring approach 
used for that specific question. One specific 
question can include either transparency, 
performance, or a combination of the two 
elements. Ultimately one Total Sustainability  
Score will be calculated, consisting of both 
transparency and performance components. 

Table 2: Overview of Scoring Types

SCORING TYPE DESCRIPTION SAMPLE QUESTIONS

Transparency

Public Disclosure • Human Rights Commitment

Availability of Qualitative or Quantitative 
information • Largest Contributions & Expenditures

Performance

Scoring of Qualitative or Quantitative data 
based on pre-defined thresholds  
or expectations

• Board Structure

• Human Rights Assessment

Trends scoring on a company’s  
own performance over time • Human Capital Return on Investment

Linear peer-group scoring
• Lost-Time Industry Frequency Rate

• Employee Turnover Rate
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Biodiversity
Criterion Rationale
Extractive industries and companies producing 
agricultural commodities may operate in areas 
where biodiversity is often rich or sensitive but can 
be negatively impacted by their operations. If not 
managed properly, the impact on reputation and 
cash flow can be substantial and even threaten a 
company’s license to operate. This also applies to 
utilities companies involved in large infrastructure 
projects such as dams or large pipelines.

The focus of this criterion is to check whether 
companies are aware of the biodiversity-related 
risks that may arise when operating in or in close 
proximity to highly sensitive biodiversity areas 
or habitats. It also looks at whether they have 
developed and implemented strategies and plans 
according to the internationally accepted hierarchy: 
avoid, minimize, restore or compensate. Finally, it 
also seeks to observe whether the implementation 
is included in an internal or external assurance 
process and that companies work with external 
partners to fulfill their commitments.

Major Methodology Updates

Criterion Update
A question was added to this criterion in the 
2021 CSA: “No Deforestation Commitment.” 
The questions “Biodiversity Commitment” and 
“Biodiversity Exposure & Assessment” underwent 
several layout changes. Furthermore, the criterion 
was introduced to four additional industries: 
Beverages, Food & Staples Retailing, Food Products 
and Tobacco. This brings the number of industries 
in scope up to 16 within the following six sectors: 
Consumer Discretionary, Consumer Staples, Energy, 
Materials, Real Estate  
and Utilities.
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Figure 1 shows the average scores per industry  
in which the biodiversity criterion is applicable.  
Overall, all industries scored low in this question, 
which demonstrates a strong need for companies  
to ramp up efforts on assessing biodiversity-related 
risks and impacts.  

We observe varying results in the industries where 
we have comparable data from 2020. For instance, 
the Metals & Mining, Paper & Forest Products and 
Coal & Consumable Fuels industries experienced 
an increase in scores, while the average score of 
the industries in the Utilities sector decreased. 

Nevertheless, scores across these industries (except 
Coal & Consumable Fuels) are still comparably higher 
than others, which is likely a consequence of the legal 
obligations in many countries to assess and accurately 
manage biodiversity aspects according to national or 
international Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) 
standards.  

Although the criterion was introduced in 2021 to the 
Tobacco industry, we see a comparable performance 
from companies in this industry, most likely owing to 
their increasing efforts on environmental conservation 
in the past few years.

Figure 1: Biodiversity – Average Biodiversity criterion score per industry and sector in the 2020 and 2021 CSA
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BIODIVERSITY COMMITMENT

Question Rationale  

The purpose of this question is to evaluate if 
companies have a publicly available biodiversity 
commitment for their own operations and supply 
chain. It also seeks to understand if a company 
intends to manage biodiversity-related risks 
by setting targets to offset any losses (no net 
loss) or aims to achieve a net positive impact 
on biodiversity. Companies are also expected to 
prohibit operations in World Heritage areas or 
IUCN Category I-IV protected areas, and to apply a 
mitigation hierarchy (avoid, minimize, restore and/
or offset) if operating in areas in close proximity to 
critical biodiversity.

Question Update

The question has undergone several changes 
to ease the understanding of expectations, 
particularly related to the biodiversity target. 
Furthermore, we now require specific disclosure of 
the scope of commitments across the supply chain 
and own operations.

Figure 2 shows the percentage of companies 
within the sectors in scope that have a biodiversity 
commitment (either net positive impact, no net 
loss or other commitments related to biodiversity). 
Overall, the results show that biodiversity 
commitments are not yet broadly adopted by 
companies. The Utilities sector shows the best 
performance, which can be partially explained 
by a combination of drivers such as increasing 
pressure from financial institutions, tightened 

legislation, and increasing international interest 
and controls on greenhouse gas emissions. On 
the other hand, the percentage of companies with 
biodiversity commitments is considerably lower 
for the consumer staple sector (except Tobacco) 
if we take into account that food and beverage 
companies largely depend on natural resources for 
their operations. 

Figure 2: Biodiversity Commitment – Percentage of companies per sector that have  
a biodiversity commitment
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Figure 3: Biodiversity Commitment – Percentage of companies per sector with biodiversity commitments  
for their own operations and their suppliers 

Figure 3 shows the percentage of companies per 
sector reporting that the scope of their biodiversity 
commitment includes requirements for their own 
operations, for tier 1 suppliers and for non-tier 1 
suppliers. The results show that most companies have 
biodiversity commitments that apply to their own 

operations, whereas the Consumer Staples sector 
almost equally expands its biodiversity requirements 
to its main suppliers. This is not surprising given that 
the most pressing biodiversity risks and impacts of the 
beverage and food industries are considered at the 
level of their supply chains. 
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Figure 4: Biodiversity Exposure & Assessment – Percentage of companies conducting biodiversity impact 
assessments and percentage of sites exposed to critical biodiversity

Figure 4 shows the percentage of companies 
within the sectors in scope that have conducted 
biodiversity impact assessments of their 
operational sites (Assessments Done) as well 
as the percentage of sites identified by such 
companies as being exposed to critical biodiversity 
(% Sites Exposed).

The highest percentage of companies conducting 
biodiversity impact assessments are in the 
Materials sector, followed by Utilities and Energy 
sectors. Perhaps one of the main drivers behind 
these results is the fact that these companies  
are subject to complying with regulations that 
require environmental impact assessments for 
their projects. 

On the other hand, while Consumer Staples has 
the lowest percentage of companies that have 
conducted assessments, it presents the highest 
percentage of sites exposed to critical biodiversity 
which is an expected result for companies active 
in agricultural commodities. This is also applicable 
for companies active in the Materials sector, which 
usually operate in remote areas, thus having the 
second highest percentage of areas exposed to 
sensitive biodiversity.

BIODIVERSITY EXPOSURE & ASSESSMENT

Question Rationale  

The purpose of this question is to assess whether 
companies conduct periodic assessments 
of sites used for operational activities (e.g., 
production, extraction, plantation, or development 
activities) to determine the exposure to critical 
biodiversity. Companies that are exposed to critical 
biodiversity are expected to implement biodiversity 
management plans to protect and restore habitats.

Question Update

The question “Biodiversity Exposure & Assessment” 
has undergone several changes to layout to ease 
the understanding of the expectation. Moreover, 
additional credits may be granted if relevant 
evidence supporting the answer is available in the 
public domain.
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Figure 5: Commitment to No-Deforestation – Percentage of companies by sector committing  
to “no deforestation” 

Figure 5 shows the percentage of companies within 
the sectors in scope that publicly commit to no-
deforestation (including no gross deforestation, no 
net deforestation and other commitments). Similar 
to the results in the biodiversity commitment 
question, only a small percentage of companies 
have adopted commitments to no-deforestation, 
signaling the urgent need for corporations to step 

up their efforts in tackling deforestation. Likely 
owing to the growing scrutiny of their impacts on 
land clearing, habitat conversion and soil and water 
contamination, a higher percentage of companies 
in the consumer staples sector have adopted no-
deforestation commitments. 

NO-DEFORESTATION COMMITMENT

Question Rationale  

Commitments to no-deforestation are voluntary 
sustainability initiatives adopted by companies 
to signal the intention to end all deforestation 
in their supply chains. Commitments to end all 
deforestation can be effective tools to transition  
to deforestation-free value chains if targets are  
set with short-term implementation deadlines,  
and clear sanction-based implementation 
mechanisms particularly in biomes with high risk  
of deforestation. Engagement with the entire 
supply chain exposed to deforestation  
risks and external stakeholders, as well as 
monitoring and disclosure of compliance,  
further supports effective implementation  
of no-deforestation commitments.

Question Update

This question was added to the Biodiversity 
criterion in 2021. 
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Figure 6: Commitment to No-Deforestation – Scope of commitments to no-deforestation per sector

Figure 6 shows the percentage of companies within 
the sectors in scope that have no-deforestation 
commitments covering their own operations, tier 1 
suppliers and non-tier 1. Companies in the Consumer 
Staples sector have greater dependencies on soft 

commodities and therefore higher expectations  
on their supply chains to tackle deforestation.  
This is evidenced by the percentage of companies 
within this sector that have extended their 
requirements of no-deforestation commitments  
to their tier 1 suppliers. 
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Climate Strategy 
Criterion Rationale
All industries are likely to be impacted by climate 
change to at least some degree. Thus, companies 
need to develop strategies commensurate to 
the scale of the challenge for their industry and 
the regions they operate in. While most focus 
on the risks associated with a changing climate, 
some seek to identify and seize the business 
opportunities linked to this global challenge. 

The questions in this criterion have been developed 
in alignment with the CDP methodology. The EU 
Action Plan for Sustainable Finance and its EU 
Taxonomy Regulation have also been considered in 
the development of this criterion. 

Additionally, many of the questions in this criterion 
are aligned with the Task Force on Climate-related 
Financial Disclosure (TCFD). While the disclosure 
recommendations are voluntary, investor demand 
for companies to report in line with TCFD is growing 
and governments are starting to move toward 
requiring TCFD disclosures through regulations. 

Criterion Update
In order to further align the criterion with the 
TCFD recommendations and the EU Taxonomy 
Regulation, four new questions have been 
introduced. These are all connected to the 
approach followed by companies to systematically 
assess their climate related risks and to develop 
adaptation plans to address and mitigate 
physical climate risks in the near future. The 
two new questions “Climate Risk Assessment: 
Physical Risks” and “Climate Risk Assessment: 
Transition Risks” replace the question “Scenario 
Analysis,” which has been deleted. The “Climate 
Risk Management” and “Physical Climate Risk 
Adaptation” questions are entirely new in the  
2021 CSA.

Figure 7 shows the average Climate Strategy 
criterion scores organized by sector (numbers in 
brackets indicate the number of companies within 
a sector). From 2020 to 2021, the average score in 
every industry increased, with the smallest increase 

in the Health Care sector. Companies in the Energy, 
Materials and Utilities sectors continue to lead in 
this criterion, and they also saw the largest score 
increases. The increasing score trend indicates that 
more companies are developing climate strategies.    

Figure 7: Climate Strategy – Average criterion scores by sector
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Figure 8: Climate Strategy – Average criterion scores by region

Figure 8 shows the average Climate Strategy criterion 
scores by region (numbers in brackets indicate the 
number of companies within a region). The average 
scores in all regions increased compared to 2020, 
with the greatest improvement seen in Europe 
and North America, likely indicative of the evolving 

regulatory discussions around climate reporting and 
disclosures in these regions. It is encouraging that 
scores improved in all regions and suggests that 
companies globally are implementing measures to 
manage climate-related risks and address business 
opportunities related to climate change. 
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Figure 9: Climate Risk Management – Percentage of companies integrating the TCFD framework in climate 
risk management, by sector

Figure 9 illustrates the percentage of companies 
that have fully or partially integrated, or have not 
at all integrated TCFD into their risk management 
– organized by industry sector. TCFD integration 
is strongest in sectors where the final product is 
more closely connected with climate-related risks 
and opportunities, such as Energy and Utilities. 
Similarly, over 40% of companies in the Financials 
sector among Banks and Insurance companies 
are already integrating the TCFD framework. 

However, in other services-based sectors, such as 
Communication Services, Information Technology 
and Health Care, over 70% of companies are not 
currently integrating the TCFD framework and/or 
do not have plans to integrate TCFD. Based on our 
interaction with companies from these sectors, 
some consider themselves less exposed to climate 
change risk than sectors that are more focused on 
manufacturing and production. 

CLIMATE RISK MANAGEMENT

Question Rationale  

Demand for climate-related disclosure from 
investors has increased significantly since the 
release of the TCFD recommendations in 2017. In 
addition, public sector leaders have also noted the 
importance of transparency on climate-related 
issues within financial markets. Climate-related 
risk is increasingly the subject of new reporting 
requirements, such as the European Non-
financial Reporting Directive 2014/95/EU, which 
embeds regulatory guidance based on the TCFD 
recommendations. Many national governments and 
public sector organizations formally support the 

TCFD and some have started to issue regulation 
making TCFD disclosure mandatory. Delay in 
applying the TCFD framework may not only 
result in not meeting investors’ needs but also 
in compliance costs. This question focuses on 
whether a company applies the TCFD framework 
in the management of climate-related risks and 
opportunities.

Question Update

This question was added to the CSA in 2021.
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Figure 10: Climate Risk Management – Percentage of companies, by region, integrating the TCFD framework in 
climate risk management

Figure 10 shows the percentage of companies in each 
region that have fully or partially integrated, or have 
not at all integrated TCFD into their risk management. 
A majority of companies in Africa (represented by 
South Africa and Egypt) and in Europe either fully 
integrated TCFD into their climate risk management or 
are in the process of doing so. In Europe, this is likely 
a consequence of the new taxonomy regulations to 

be fully applied in 2023. Integration of TCFD is less 
advanced in Asia Pacific, Latin America and North 
America, where over half of companies currently 
do not have plans to integrate TCFD in the coming 
years. This discrepancy between regions is indicative 
of the role that a regulatory framework can play 
in encouraging more sustainable disclosures and 
behaviors from companies.
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CLIMATE RISK ASSESSMENT – PHYSICAL RISKS

Question Rationale  

The recently published sixth ICCP assessment 
report (scientific basis) provides an ever more 
certain picture of the timing and magnitude of 
predicted effects of climate change (e.g., heat 
waves, droughts, flooding), clearly confirming 
that physical risks will disproportionately impact 
certain areas more than others. As a consequence, 
the potential impacts on different industries and 
specific businesses pose significant challenges for 
organizations and investors particularly considering 
the complex global value chains in some sectors. 

To appropriately incorporate the potential 
physical impacts of climate change in their 
planning processes, the TCFD recommends that 
organizations include disclosure on the resilience 
of their strategy, taking into consideration 
commonly applied climate-related scenarios, 
including a 2°C or lower scenario. In this question 
we ask whether companies assess physical risks 
related to climate change using scenario analysis, 
which scenarios they use, and whether it extends 
beyond their own operations (up- and downstream), 
and whether they conduct a context-specific 
assessment of individual assets.   

Question Update

This question was added to the CSA in 2021.

Figure 11 shows the type of scenario analysis 
conducted by companies to assess their physical 
climate-change related risks. About half of the 
companies are not conducting a scenario analysis 
in any form, indicating that many companies 
are not yet taking medium to long-term climate 
related risks into consideration. When companies 
do conduct scenario analysis, it is most common 

that they choose a combined approach integrating 
both qualitative and quantitative scenario analysis. 
Companies from the Energy, Utilities, Materials and 
IT sectors were the most likely to conduct scenario 
analysis, reflecting the level of risk exposure, on 
the one hand, and the well-established use of 
scenarios by these companies, on the other hand.

Figure 11: Climate Risk Assessment – Physical Risks. Type of scenario analysis conducted by companies,  
by sector
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Figure 12: Climate Risk Assessment – Physical Risks. Focus of climate physical risk assessment  
on value chain stages

Figure 12 shows the percentage of the companies that 
are currently conducting a scenario analysis or doing 
risk assessments related to physical climate risks, 
and how their efforts are focused on the different 
parts of their value chains. Companies overwhelmingly 
conduct these assessments and analyses on their 
own operations. However, in the Real Estate sector, 
for example, 100% of companies consider their own 
operations, whereas only 5% consider downstream 
or upstream activities. Overall, the proportion of 

companies covering downstream and upstream value 
chains in their risk assessments is similar across 
all sectors, with downstream focused assessments 
marginally more popular. The Financial sector stands 
out given their much higher focus on downstream 
activities. Notably, consumer-oriented industries 
appear to be considering their entire value chain more 
so than other industries.  
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Figure 13: Climate Risk Assessment – Physical Risks. Percentage of companies that use general or context 
specific assessments

Figure 13 shows the percentage of companies 
conducting scenario analysis that use general 
versus context-specific assessments, comparing 
performance across sectors. Overall, a majority of 
companies opt for a general level analysis, and there 
is strong preference for general level assessments 
among Consumer Staples, while Energy, Utilities, 

Real Estate and Financials have stronger support for 
context-specific assessments. This is reflective of the 
fact that these industries have large infrastructure 
portfolios making context-specific assessments 
more relevant, or in the case of Financials, it reflects 
the possibility for companies to conduct climate risk 
analysis on their investment portfolios and loan books.
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CLIMATE RISK ASSESSMENT –  
TRANSITION RISKS 

Question Rationale  

The transition to a lower-carbon economy may 
entail risks related to policy and regulation, 
technology, market or reputation. Transition risks 
associated with climate change pose many of the 
same problems as physical risks with regard to the 
uncertainty around their timing and magnitude. 

In this question we ask whether companies assess 
transition risks related to climate change using 
scenario analysis, which scenarios they use, and 
about the scope of the risk assessment: whether it 
extends beyond their own operations – to upstream 
and downstream in the value chain.    

Question Update

This question was added to the CSA in 2021.

Figure 14 shows the type of transition risk scenario 
analysis conducted by companies, comparing 
performance across sectors. It is a similar outcome 
to figure 11 on physical climate risks analysis, 
with about half of the companies currently not 
conducting a scenario analysis. Again, a combined 
qualitative and quantitative analysis is the most 
popular type of assessment among companies 
which do conduct scenario analysis. The Energy 

and Utilities sectors again lead other sectors, 
closely followed by Materials and Information 
Technology. This highlights that the sectors with 
existing pertinent regulations such as carbon 
pricing are most well-prepared for assessing 
transition risks, while in other, less obvious sectors, 
there is still work to be done to adequately 
measure and assess transition-related risks of 
climate change.

Figure 14: Climate Risk Assessment – Transition Risks. Type of scenario analysis conducted, by sector
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Figure 15: Climate Risk Assessment – Transition Risks. Focus of climate transition risk assessment  
on value chain stages

Figure 15 illustrates whether companies focus their 
transition risk assessments and scenario analyses 
on different stages of their value chains. Similar to 
physical risk assessments, nearly all companies 
conduct assessments on their own operations, 
and more companies consider downstream than 

upstream risks. The difference between upstream and 
downstream is, however, more pronounced, and while 
in the Financials sector the majority of companies 
include downstream activities in the assessments 
(64%, compared to 6% for upstream), more consumer-
oriented industries consider both upstream and 
downstream risks.
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PHYSICAL CLIMATE RISK ADAPTATION  

Question Rationale  

The climate risk assessment of physical and 
transition risks builds the basis for companies 
to plan adaptation and mitigation measures in 
response to those risks. Adaptation and mitigation 
measures are ideally planned so that context-
specific factors are considered for all relevant 
assets and operations, since climate-related 
hazards are location and context specific.

This question focuses specifically on adaptation 
measures for physical risks which is also a 
central part of the EU Taxonomy. Climate change 
adaptation can be understood as anticipating 
the adverse effects of climate change and taking 
appropriate action to prevent or minimize the 
damage they can cause but it also includes 
business opportunities. We ask whether companies 
have a context-specific or general plan for 
adaptation, and the timeline over which these plans 
will be implemented for existing operations.

Question Update

This question was added to the CSA in 2021.

Figure 16 shows the percentage of companies with 
a context-specific, overall or no plan for physical 
climate risk adaptation. A majority of companies 
in most sectors do not currently have plans for 
adaptation to physical climate risks. Of those that 
do have plans, there is often no preference for a 

context-specific or general plan. It is not surprising 
that the Utilities sector, with its large infrastructure 
portfolios for generation, transmission/transport 
and distribution, is leading the way in adapting to 
expectable physical climate-related impacts. 

Figure 16: Physical Climate Risk Adaptation – Proportion of companies with context-specific, general or no 
plan for physical climate risk adaptation by sector
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Figure 17: Physical Climate Risk Adaptation – Timeline for companies with an adaption plan by sector

Figure 17 illustrates the distribution of implementation 
timelines for physical climate risk adaptation plans 
by companies which have such plans (see above). 
It shows that companies are mostly planning to 
implement their plans for physical climate risk 
adaptation in less than 5 years. A notable outlier 

is the Energy sector, where a majority (56%) have 
implementation targets of more than 10 years, likely 
a result of the importance to the sector of capital-
intensive infrastructure and investments with long 
time horizons, which limit companies’ ability to 
implement such plans rapidly.
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Food Loss & Waste 
Criterion Rationale
The Food and Agriculture Organization of the 
United Nations (FAO) estimated that a third 
of all food produced in the world was lost or 
wasted, highlighting the significant economic, 
environmental and social impact of the 
inefficiencies in existing food value chains.1 
International investor and civil society attention 
on the issue of food loss and waste is also 
firmly reflected in Target 12.3 of the Sustainable 
Development Goals (SDGs), calling for the reduction 
of food loss and waste along production and supply 
chains, including post-harvest losses, and at the 
retail and consumer levels.

To make effective progress on this issue, 
corporations are called on to accurately quantify 
food loss and waste along their supply chains and 
develop clear objectives and actions to reduce 
their food loss and waste inventories. This in  
turn addresses the costs of goods sold, improves 
social and environmental performance, informs 
internal decision making, and allows companies to 
comply with government, industry association or 
other third-party reduction efforts. 

Criterion Update
This complete criterion was added to the CSA in 
2021 and was introduced in the questionnaire of 
nine industries where the topic of food loss and 
waste is of particular concern: Airlines, Beverages, 
Casinos & Gaming, Personal Products, Food & 
Staples Retailing, Food Products, Restaurants & 
Leisure Facilities, Retailing, and Hotels, Resorts & 
Cruise Lines. 

The criterion aims at assessing companies’ 
preparedness in dealing with food loss and waste 
issues through two questions. Whilst the “Food 
Loss & Waste Commitment” question assesses 
programs companies have in place to manage 
overall food loss and waste volumes, the “Food Loss 
& Waste Impact” question assesses a company’s 
performance in terms of total volume of food that 
is lost or wasted, volumes used for alternative 
purposes and the share which is ultimately 
discarded.

Figure 18 shows the average Food Loss & Waste 
criterion score for the nine industries having this 
criterion in their questionnaire. The low scores 
across the board show that companies have only 
recently started tackling the topic in their business, 

and a lot of efforts are required to make meaningful 
progress. Food Staples Retailing, Personal Products 
and Hotels, Resorts & Cruise Lines industries are 
the best performers. 

Figure 18: Food Loss & Waste – Average criterion score per industry
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1 “In 2011, FAO presented the estimate that around 1/3 of the world’s food was lost or wasted every year. Since then, much has changed in the global perception of 
the problem.” Source: https://www.fao.org/food-loss-and-food-waste/flw-data)
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FOOD LOSS & WASTE COMMITMENT 

Question Rationale  

Quantifying food loss and waste is essential for 
reduction efforts that can deliver a diverse array 
of benefits – from reducing costs associated 
with over-purchasing and then disposing of 
surpluses to avoiding greenhouse gas emissions or 
supporting efforts to eliminate hunger. By following 
recognized standards, corporations are better 
equipped to understand why and where losses 
occur and therefore also how to take appropriate 
actions to minimize food loss and waste volumes. 
Furthermore, efforts to appropriately quantify food 
loss and waste need to be met by clear, time-bound 
targets and actions across the value chain. Thus, 
this question looks at the group-wide commitment 
and associated programs in place to monitor and 
reduce food loss and waste volumes. 

Question Update

This question was added to the CSA in 2021.

Figure 19 shows the percentages of companies by 
sector that have introduced the different types of 
programs and actions to tackle the issue of food 
loss and waste. Across the different sectors, the 
two most frequently implemented strategies are 
programs to reduce the total volume of food loss 

and waste, and programs aiming at using food loss 
for alternative uses. None, except less than 5% of 
Consumer Staples companies assessed, reported 
the breakdown of food loss and waste volumes by 
food category or life cycle.

Figure 19: Food Loss & Waste Commitment – Types of programs and actions in place to address food loss  
and waste by sector
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FOOD LOSS & WASTE IMPACT 

Question Rationale  

Companies that have established the appropriate 
framework to quantify food loss and waste volumes 
are able to take a systematic and disciplined 
approach towards reducing their overall food loss 
and waste.

Some level of food loss or waste might be 
inevitable. However, it is essential that these waste 
streams are utilized for other processes that may 
have economic, environmental, or social benefits 
instead of being discarded without any value 
creation. Therefore, it is essential that the current 
destination is tracked and that actions are taken to 
progress towards total food loss and waste volume 
reduction as well as minimizing food fit for human 
consumption getting recycled or ending in landfill.

Question Update

This question was added to the CSA in 2021.

Figure 20 shows the percentage of companies 
that disclose information on food loss and waste 
intensity. Personal Products, Food & Staples 
Retailing and Hotels, Resorts & Cruise Lines 

industries have the highest share of companies 
that are able to report relevant data related to their 
food loss and waste intensity. Nonetheless, this 
graph highlights that measuring the intensity of 
food loss and waste is not yet a common practice. 

Figure 20: Food Loss & Waste Impact – Disclosure of food loss and waste intensity 
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Low Carbon Strategy  
Criterion Rationale
Transportation is one of the largest sources of 
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, with 20% of GHG 
emissions directly attributed to transport-related 
activities. As a result, automobile manufacturers 
that gear their portfolio towards fuel-efficient 
vehicles are likely to gain a competitive advantage 
in terms of meeting the needs of increasingly 
environmentally-conscious consumers and 
anticipating regulations on stricter emissions 
standards. Better accessibility and affordability of 
alternative fuel sources for consumers positively 
impact the transition towards fuel-efficient, low 
carbon transportation fleet in more and more 
countries around the world. 

In recent years, the world alternative fuel and 
hybrid vehicle market has witnessed healthy 
growth due to increase in demand for fuel-efficient 
vehicles resulting from more stringent emission 
regulations and a shift in consumer preferences, 
various supporting schemes for private and public 
transportation and an increase in public charging 
infrastructure for electric vehicles (EVs).

So far, our questions generally looked at companies’ 
strategies to reduce the carbon intensity of their 
car portfolio, and assess the exposure of their 
current portfolio to future regulatory risks. However, 
this year we have introduced two new questions 
dealing with electric vehicle efficiency standards 
and battery efficiency

Criterion Update
Increasing investments in electric charging 
infrastructure together with falling battery costs 
have added to the attractiveness of electric 
vehicles (EVs) in recent years. As these trends 
continue to accelerate, battery-EVs are expected 
to reach cost parity with conventional internal 
combustion vehicles in the short term, which could, 
in turn, drive more ambitious policy mandates for 
vehicle electrification. 

These trends support countries’ and the 
transportation industry’s efforts to reduce carbon 
emissions; however, increasing EV fleets and 
consumer expectations for longer driving ranges 
have led us to add these two new questions 
shedding more light specifically into companies’ 
efforts for higher EV efficiency.

While 48% of the companies within the automotive 
industry show an engagement with low carbon 
strategies, these added topics are still quite 
forward-looking since the information on battery 
and vehicle efficiency is in most of the cases not 
available publicly and only 16% of companies were 
able to provide internal information.

Despite the introduction of forward-looking 
topics, this year we have not seen a decrease in 
the score of the criterion. In fact, there has been 
a slight increase of 3% in the average score for 
this criterion mostly explained by the fact that 
the added topics do not require publicly available 
information and also explained by a slightly better 
performance in other low carbon strategy metrics.  
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ELECTRIC VEHICLE (EV) EFFICIENCY  
& BATTERY EFFICIENCY

Question Rationale  

The actual driving range depends on numerous 
factors, including speed-driven driving style, 
weight, weather and many more, but of course also 
including battery efficiency. Indeed, the time that 
the battery remains productive, the frequency  
of charging needs and the overall carbon footprint 
of the batteries are essential for the consumer 
purchase decision and therefore key for  
the transition to favor EVs over internal  
combustion engines.

These two questions added seek to understand 
the efficiency of the batteries currently installed 
but also seek to address the EV offerings through 
comparable efficiency estimates using standard 
reporting metrics.

Question Update

These questions were added to the CSA in 2021.

Figure 21 shows the percentage of cars sold 
tested according the Corporate Average Fuel 
Consumption – New European Driving Cycle (CAFC-
NEDC), accounting at least for the cars sold in 
China, and the World LDV Test Procedure (WLTP), 
accounting for at least all cars sold in the European 
Union is increasing, while those tested according 
to the US Environmental Protection Agency (US 

EPA) standard are decreasing. The figure shows 
as well that, while companies still test according 
to the NEDC standard, an increasing number 
of companies apply the newer WLTP standard 
because, since 1 September 2019, all light-duty 
vehicles that are to be registered in the EU 
countries must comply with the new  
WLTP standard.  

Figure 21: Electric Vehicle Efficiency – Average percentage of new electrics cars sold using the CAFC-NDEC, 
EPA and WLTP standards per year and number of companies (21 total) testing their new products based on the 
three standards
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Product Stewardship    
Criterion Rationale
Managing the environmental impact of products 
is a major concern for stakeholders. Integration 
of sustainable practices into the development 
of new products reflects an understanding of 
sustainability challenges, and demonstrates the 
ability of the company to capitalize on market 
opportunities and minimize market risks at the 
product level. Moreover, product stewardship 
processes add value to products by minimizing the 
risk of harm both to people and the environment, 
thereby reducing potential liabilities. In this 
criterion, we assess several elements of the 
product stewardship process: Life Cycle Analysis 
(LCAs), product design, maintenance, take-back 
schemes, reuse in manufacturing processes, 
customer information and initiatives to promote 
product stewardship amongst stakeholders.

Criterion Update
The criterion changed in 2021 as the End-of-Life 
Cycle Responsibility question has been modified. 
The updates are discussed under the End-of-Life 
Cycle Responsibility section below. 

Figure 22 compares the average criterion score by 
sector in 2020 and 2021. All sectors have improved 
in 2021. This shows that the topic is increasingly 
being considered as a key strategic priority. As 

such, data collection and disclosure as well as 
meaningful programs and actions are being 
expanded or introduced.  

Figure 22: Product Stewardship – Average score per industry sector
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END OF LIFE CYCLE RESPONSIBILITY

Question Rationale  

Integrating elements of sustainability in the 
product life cycle helps companies demonstrate 
that they are capitalizing on market opportunities 
and minimizing market risks at the product level. 
Based on this, the objective of this question is 
to evaluate if the elements of recyclability or 
reusability are being considered in the product 
design. It also strives to verify that these elements 
are effectively being managed. In other words, if 
the products and materials were effectively reused 
or recycled due to either the implementation of an 
internal system or collaborations with third parties. 
Finally, the question also looks at the financial 
benefit generated by the take-back programs.

Question Update

The question has been adapted to include data 
over a period of four years to measure the progress 
of companies. Companies now also receive 
additional credit when the references justifying 
their answers are publicly available. 

Figure 23 shows the percentage of companies 
per industry which disclose information on their 
products’ end of life cycle. Information disclosed 
can include the percentage of products sold 
that can be reused or recycled, the percentage 
of those products that were actually reused or 
recycled, and the financial benefits generated by 
the take-back programs. Computer & Peripherals 

and Office Electronics as well as the Automobile 
industries disclose the most on their products’ 
end of life cycle. Nevertheless, as customer 
scrutiny on sustainability performance continues 
to grow for Business-to-Consumer industries, 
such as Household Durables, the data shows that 
companies in these industries are catching up.    

Figure 23: End of Life Cycle Responsibility – Do companies disclose information on their products’  
end of life cycle?
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Sustainable Agricultural 
Practices

Criterion Rationale
Food and beverage companies largely depend on 
stable and high-quality agricultural raw materials, 
including fresh water, for their production activities. 
It is therefore in their long-term interest to promote 
sustainable agriculture practices along their supply 
chains. Agricultural raw materials, and in particular 
freshwater resources, are often limited; depending 
on the local context, there might be competition for 
resources between industry, agriculture, and urban 
areas. Our questions focus on how companies 
are managing these competing interests and the 
extent to which they work with their suppliers to 
promote sustainable agriculture.

Criterion Update
We have updated the question layout of 
“Sustainable Agricultural Commitment,” 
“Certification of Agricultural Crops” and 
“Certification of Animal Products,” to broaden the 
question applicability. Additionally, companies are 
now awarded additional credit for these questions 
if companies report related figures in the public 
domain.  

Figure 24 shows the average score of the five 
industries that the Sustainable Agricultural 
Practices criterion applies to. While the average 
score is rather low across industries, we observe 
an overall increase in 2021 as compared to 2020 
scores, particularly in the Food Products and 

Figure 24: Sustainable Agricultural Practices – Average score for Sustainable Agricultural Practices  
per industry
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SUSTAINABLE AGRICULTURAL COMMITMENT 

Question Rationale  

Industrialized agriculture places a strong pressure 
on ecosystems to provide enough quantity of  
high quality agricultural raw materials. As such,  
to ensure that production can continue to meet  
the increasing demand, it is important for 
companies to create comprehensive guidelines 
and standards to preserve the natural resources 
on which they depend. Through this question, 
we ascertain what guidelines and standards 
companies are implementing to promote 
sustainable agriculture practices.

Question Update

In this question, key topics were updated, resulting 
in the removal of “Organic production,” while others 
were renamed to broaden the applicability, e.g., 
“Transport distances for agricultural raw materials” 
was changed to “Reduction of GHG emissions.” 
Furthermore, we now require specific disclosure of 
the scope of commitments across the supply chain 
and own operations as well as programs addressing 
the reduction of water consumption, air pollution 
and greenhouse gas emissions and the protection 
of soils and ecosystems.

Figure 25 shows the percentage of companies 
(per industry) that have a sustainable agriculture 
commitment, with requirements for their own 
production, their tier 1 and/or tier 2 suppliers. Out 
of the companies that have sustainable agricultural 

commitments in place, it is clear that these 
commitments are predominantly focused on first 
tier suppliers, which once again evidences the high 
importance of having sustainable supply chains for 
food, beverage and tobacco companies. 

Figure 25: Sustainable Agricultural Commitment – Scope of sustainable agriculture commitment by industry
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Figure 26: Sustainable Agricultural Commitment – Programs covered by companies’ sustainable  
agriculture commitment 

Figure 26 shows the percentage of companies 
per industry that have a sustainable agriculture 
commitment, which includes programs to address 
key issues of sustainable agricultural practices. 

Programs to reduce water consumption and to 
improve soil health are the most widely adopted in all 
four industries, illustrating the importance companies 
place on ensuring fresh water availability and long-
term soil productivity.  
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CERTIFICATION OF AGRICULTURAL CROPS 

Question Rationale  

Agriculture is a major driver of global environmental 
impacts. The industrialized production of 
agricultural commodities puts high pressure 
on the ecosystem and requires substantial 
resources. The awareness of environmental issues 
associated with food production (such as GHG 
emission, biodiversity loss, and deforestation) is 
increasing. In light of rising consumer demands 
for more transparency and natural products, the 
global production volume of certified agricultural 
commodities has increased in recent years.

While it is not the only solution to a complex 
problem, voluntary certification does provide a 
systematic approach to measure and document 
progress on pre-defined sustainability indicators. 
Robust, independent sustainability certifications 
allow stakeholders to monitor and compare 
companies’ positioning on agricultural production.

Question Update

In 2021, we aimed to improve the information 
provided to companies by adding additional 
guidance to this question. We have also modified 
the question by adding an option for companies 
to disclose the level of exposure they face to each 
crop type and request supporting references 
to verify the type and coverage of certification 
or accreditation applied. In order to foster 
transparency on this topic, we award additional 
credit for information available in the public 
domain.

Figure 27 shows the percentages of companies 
that are sourcing or producing agricultural crops 
that are certified or accredited by third parties. 

Palm oil, which is known to be a major driver of 
deforestation, has one of the highest shares of 
companies that use certified/accredited crops in 
their value chains.

Figure 27: Certification of Agricultural Crops – Percentage of agricultural crops certified or accredited by  
a third party
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CERTIFICATION OF ANIMAL PRODUCTS 

Question Rationale  

In the past decade, the importance of animal 
welfare has been increasingly recognized in 
commercial livestock operations mainly because 
consumers progressively demand higher standards 
for food safety and animal welfare. Businesses that 
address or improve animal welfare across their 
value chain are likely to win or retain a competitive 
advantage in the global marketplace by:

• reducing costs due to reduced animal stress 
and other welfare benefits, which can lead to 
increased productivity;

• realizing growing market opportunities for food 
produced in animal welfare-credential systems; 
and/or

• becoming the producer of choice for retailers and 
consumers concerned with animal health and 
welfare, food safety and quality, human health, 
and the environment.

With this question, we seek to understand 
a company’s animal welfare strategy and 
performance by assessing the percentage of 
animal products that are certified to animal  
welfare standards.

Question Update

In 2021, this question was renamed and we also 
aimed to improve the information provided to 
companies by adding additional guidance.  
We have added a new section addressing the 
company’s level of exposure to different animal 
products. In order to foster transparency on this 
topic, we award additional credit if the data is 
reported in the public domain.

Figure 28 shows the percentages of companies 
which are sourcing or producing animal products 
that are certified or accredited by third parties. 

Fisheries products have one of the highest 
shares of companies that use certifications or 
accreditations in their value chains followed by 
aquaculture products.

Figure 28: Certification of Animal Products – Percentage of animal products certified or accredited  
by a third party
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Labor Practice Indicators
Criterion Rationale
This criterion aims at assessing various labor Key 
Performance Indicators (KPIs) which are in line with 
international standards. Indeed, companies are 
increasingly expected to adhere to and apply these 
standards equally across all operations within 
the organization. Beyond providing a safe and 
healthy working environment, companies should 
support fair treatment practices such as fostering 
diversity, ensuring equal remuneration and 
guaranteeing freedom of association. These labor 
KPIs contribute to the company’s performance. 
Maintaining good relations with employees is 
essential for the success of businesses’ operations. 
Fostering diversity results in better innovative and 
problem-solving skills, improves talent attraction 
and retention, increases employee engagement 
and results in higher efficiency. Furthermore, 
growing customer awareness leads to higher 
expectations from companies in their role as 
global corporate citizens and their ability to drive 
sustainable business practices forward. As such, 
the criterion not only focuses on the quality of 
these labor KPIs but also on the transparency of 
their reporting.

Criterion Update
This criterion has been considerably transformed 
this year. Three new questions were added and two 
were updated. The purpose of the additions was 
to integrate further elements of diversity such as 
race, ethnicity and nationality, as well as to assess 
key anti-discrimination and harassment policies in 
line with the International Labor Organization (ILO) 
expectations. The updated questions were either 
expanded to broaden their scope or were adapted 
to capture various types of company disclosures.  

Figure 29 shows that the addition of new questions 
has negatively impacted the average score of all 
sectors, with some drops being more pronounced 
in some sectors than in others. Only Real Estate 
has seen a slight increase, which indicates a 

Figure 29: Labor Practice Indicators – Average criterion score by sector comparison 2020 and 2021 
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DISCRIMINATION & HARASSMENT 

Question Rationale  

It is considered to be best practice to have a 
public commitment and transparent measures in 
place to effectively deal with discrimination and 
harassment in the workplace. Indeed, companies 
should guarantee that they do not tolerate any 
form of discrimination and harassment (both 
sexual and non-sexual harassment) and that they 
will actively investigate and take action on any 
reported incidents. The extent and strength of this 
commitment reflects the company’s corporate 
culture. Company culture is an essential element of 
inclusive strategies to guarantee talent retention, 
innovation and productivity. This question thus 
assesses the content of the public commitment 
and the measures in place against Discrimination 
and Harassment. 

Question Update

This question was added to the CSA in 2021. 

Figure 30 shows the percentage of companies 
disclosing their anti-discrimination and harassment 
policy as per the various aspects of commitments, 
measures and disclosures expected in the CSA. 
While most companies have a zero-tolerance 
policy for discrimination and an explicit statement 
covering sexual and non-sexual harassment, 

companies do not tend to implement the remaining 
measures. Only around 20% of companies have 
corrective actions in place in case of discriminatory 
behavior or harassment and even fewer publicly 
disclose on these reported cases. 

Figure 30: Discrimination & Harassment – Percentage of disclosure for each aspect of the Discrimination  
and Harassment policy
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WORKFORCE BREAKDOWN: GENDER 

Question Rationale  

This question requires companies to disclose 
the proportion of women at different levels of 
responsibility (junior management position, top 
management position, STEM-related position, 
etc.). It is also expected that companies commit 
to gender balance across the talent pipeline by 
setting targets for each level of responsibility.  
This commitment is to be taken into consideration 
in parallel to the fact that shareholders and 
governments are promoting initiatives to increase 
the share of women in the workforce and in 
leadership positions. As such, companies who  
are early adopters of inclusive hiring and retention 
practices will therefore benefit from positive 
recognition and lower compliance costs in  
the future. 

Question Update

This question evolved in 2021 in two main ways. 
Firstly, we added a new level of responsibility that 
companies are to report on: the share of women 
in STEM-related positions. Secondly, the target 
percentage for at least one level of responsibility 
and the year of achievement of this target are to be 
publicly disclosed. 

Figure 31 shows the percentage of companies in 
the different sectors which disclose their share of 
women in STEM-related positions. Unsurprisingly, 
sectors relying heavily on a STEM workforce such 
as Information Technology or Communication 

Services seem to be collecting more systematically 
this data than sectors having a smaller STEM 
workforce. Nonetheless, there is still room for 
disclosure improvement in all sectors as most 
companies still do not share these figures.

Figure 31: Workforce Breakdown: Gender – Disclosure by sector of the share of women in STEM-positions
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Figure 32: Workforce Breakdown: Gender – Public reporting of target of women share by level of responsibility 

Figure 32 shows the percentage of companies 
across industries that have public targets in place 
for the representation of women at each level of 
responsibility. The targets most often reported 

concern women in all management positions, while 
companies tend to disclose fewer public targets 
for STEM-related positions, with less than 2% of all 
companies publicly reporting this information.  
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WORKFORCE BREAKDOWN:  
RACE/ETHNICITY & NATIONALITY 

Question Rationale  

Collecting information to measure the racial and 
ethnic composition of the workforce is essential 
to ensure that it fairly represents the broader 
demographic composition of the geographical 
locations of the company. It also provides an 
important indicator to shareholders that diversity 
and inclusion are highly considered in the corporate 
agenda. This matches the trend of shareholders 
and regulatory agencies, which have started in the 
last few years to give a greater level of attention to 
this topic. In this question, companies are expected 
to disclose at least three different categories (racial 
or ethnic categories, or nationalities if collecting 
information on race/ethnicity is not legally allowed) 
as a percentage of their total workforce and as a 
percentage of all their management position. 

Question Update

This question was added to the CSA in 2021. 

Figure 33 shows that North American companies 
are leading the way in collecting and disclosing 
information on the breakdown of their workforce 
based on race and ethnicity, which perhaps can be 
explained given the socio-political local context. 

Other regions, such as Asia Pacific and Europe, 
are lagging slightly behind. This can be explained 
by the different historical and cultural contexts as 
well as the various legal frameworks constraining 
companies’ ability to collect the requested 
information. 

Figure 33: Workforce Breakdown: Race/Ethnicity & Nationality – Average question score by region
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WORKFORCE BREAKDOWN:  
OTHER MINORITIES 

Question Rationale  

While the previous question focuses on ethic/ 
racial or nationality disclosure, this question gives 
room for companies to disclose their level of data 
collection in regard to other minorities such as 
people with disabilities, people of the LGBTQI+ 
communities, etc. Companies can also report on 
age breakdowns, as we know that populations 
are aging across many countries and that age 
discrimination cannot be tolerated. A lack of 
diversity exposes companies to great legal  
and reputational risks as various stakeholders  
pay increasing attention to companies’  
workforce balance. 

Question Update

This was added to the CSA in 2021.

Figure 34 shows the share of companies across 
all industries publicly disclosing the breakdown 
of their workforce based on age, disability and 
LGBTQI+ identification. Although almost 40% of 
all companies assessed disclosed the breakdown 

according to age groups, information on LGBTQI+ 
status is still not widely reported on, with less than 
2% of all companies reporting on this matter in the 
public domain. 

Figure 34: Workforce Breakdown: Other Minorities – Public reporting on various minority groups
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GENDER PAY INDICATORS 

Question Rationale  

An increasing number of countries are adopting 
regulations that require companies to conduct a 
pay assessment and to disclose the results. Having 
a strong, fair and transparent approach to equal 
pay is key for companies to attract and retain 
talents and keep a high level of engagement among 
its employees. The question thus strives to assess 
the company’s pay practices by evaluating the 
results of its gender pay assessments. 

Question Update

Following the 2021 update, companies can now 
either disclose the results of their equal pay 
analysis (equal pay for equal work) or of their 
gender pay gap analysis (pay differences without 
consideration of job levels). It was only possible to 
disclose on the former in last year’s questionnaire.

Figure 35 shows the average question scores 
per region. This question is scored mainly based 
on performance. In other words, companies with 
greater pay differences will get lower scores. 
Points are also being awarded to companies that 
have a high coverage of employees included in the 

analysis, that publicly report this information and 
that have their assessments third-party verified. 
Latin American companies have the highest score 
of all regions evaluated, with North American 
companies falling significantly behind. 

Figure 35: Gender Pay Indicators – Average question score by region 
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Talent Attraction & Retention
Criterion Rationale
Successful talent attraction and retention 
management is a powerful enabler for companies 
to maintain their competitive advantage and 
execute their corporate strategies. Several tools 
and people focused-metrics are essential to 
identify risks and opportunities for the company in 
terms of workforce management. The leveraging 
of advanced analytics on human capital allows 
companies to make better informed decisions on 
talent management and employee experience 
improvement. Employee engagement surveys and 
the analysis of metrics such as employee turnover 
also continue to be essential tools to evaluate 
employee experience. Measuring individuals’ 
performance and providing long-term incentives 
and internal career mobility opportunities remain 
core practices to attract and retain top talent 
which directly impact business performance.  
Thus, the use of these tools and people-focused 
metrics are assessed in this criterion. 

Criterion Update
The criterion has been expanded in 2021 to include 
three new questions “Hiring,” “People Analytics” 
and “Strategic Workforce Planning.” Two existing 
questions, Employee Turnover Rate, and Trend of 
Employee Engagement were also updated. 

The question “Hiring” focuses on the disclosure 
and ability of companies to attract and retain 
qualified and talented employees. The question 
“People Analytics” assesses whether companies 
are applying advanced analytics and use of large 
data sets in human capital management. In the 
question “Strategic Workforce Planning,” we look at 
whether companies have started applying People 
Analytics for their Strategic Workforce Planning. By 
applying data analysis, companies try to estimate 
future company’s workforce needs along with 
studying external landscape. The existing questions 
“Employee Turnover Rate” and “Trend of Employee 
Engagement” have been updated to allow for 
greater transparency in data breakdown. 

Figure 36 compares the change in average criterion 
scores per sector between 2020 and 2021. Despite 
the update and addition of questions that require 
more detailed and public disclosures by companies, 
scores improved in all industries. Energy, Financials 
and Utilities have kept on leading the way.  

Figure 36: Talent Attraction & Retention – Average criterion scores by sector 
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Figure 37: Talent Attraction & Retention – Average criterion scores by region

Figure 37 shows the change in average criterion 
scores in Talent Attraction & Retention between 2020 
and 2021, organized by region. All regions, except 
Africa, saw their average scores rise. The largest jumps 
happened in Asia Pacific and Latin America, where the 
average increase was four points. Europe continues 

to lead the other regions while North America 
now becomes the lowest average scoring region, 
indicating that companies from the region are failing 
to provide public and segmented disclosures about 
their performance in hiring, employee retention and 
engagement.
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HIRING 

Question Rationale  

Employees are one of the most important 
intangible assets for companies. The ability to 
attract qualified and talented employees as well as 
to retain and nurture internal talents is crucial for 
corporate success. However, companies focused 
on attracting the best talents should not forget 
about their internal talents who have grown with 
the company and understand the organization, 
its mission and culture. Companies need effective 
internal career mobility processes to retain talent 
and reduce external hiring costs. This question 
asks for the number of new employee hires, 
the percentages of positions filled by internal 
candidates, the hiring cost, and data breakdown by 
age, gender, race/ethnicity and management level.

Question Update

This was a new question in 2021. 

Figure 38 illustrates that Financials, with 84%, 
is by some margin the sector with the greatest 
average percentage of positions filled by internal 
candidates, followed by Utilities with 62%. The 
other sectors all fill between 33% and 49% of 
positions internally, and Real Estate is notable for 
only filling 27% of positions internally. In Financials, 

the high percentage likely reflects the amount of 
time and money invested by companies in training 
their workforce; however, other sectors still have 
room for improvement in promoting staff with 
valuable industry and company specific knowledge 
for new positions.

Figure 38: Hiring – Average percentage of positions filled by internal candidates by sector
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PEOPLE ANALYTICS  

Question Rationale  

People Analytics (also known as HR or talent 
analytics) refers to the application of advanced 
analytics tools and use of large data sets in human 
capital management. The aim of this analysis is 
to transform the data into actionable insights 
that improve the company’s systems, processes 
and strategies. People Analytics can be used for 
a wide variety of use cases, such as measuring 
employee performance, identifying workforce skill 
gaps, assessing recruiting channels, determining 
flight risks, etc. In this question, we ask companies 
whether they are using People Analytics, and to 
specify which cases they use it for.

Question Update

This question was added to the CSA in 2021. 

Figure 39 shows the share of companies using 
people analytics organized by sector (active CSA 
participants). The Energy sector is a clear leader 
with 60% of participating companies applying 
People Analytics. However, other sectors with a lot 
of emphasis on the quality of human capital make 
surprisingly little use of People Analytics,  

such as Financials, where just over 40% of 
companies reported using it. Overall, across all 
sectors at least 40% of companies use People 
Analytics, reflecting that there is still room for 
companies to expand their use of the data, which 
they often already collect.

Figure 39: People Analytics – Percentage of actively participating companies that use People Analytics,  
by sector 
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Figure 40: People Analytics – Of companies that use People Analytics, the percentage that use it for different 
use cases 

Figure 40 illustrates the use cases of People Analytics 
among companies that actively participate in the CSA 
and use any form of PA. Unsurprisingly, companies 
use People Analytics often with data that they are 
already collecting. Strategic Workforce Planning is 
the most common use case, with 24% of companies 
disclosing on this option. Recruiting and Measuring 
employee performance are equally represented as 

use cases for PA at 19%. These figures demonstrate 
the importance for companies of both, recruiting 
the right people, and ensuring their employees are 
contributing to the growth of the company. However, 
the popularity of PA in recruitment is not matched in 
its use for competitive intelligence, used by only 7% of 
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STRATEGIC WORKFORCE PLANNING   

Question Rationale  

Strategic Workforce Planning is one of the 
most common areas where companies have 
started applying People Analytics. Companies 
try to estimate their future workforce needs by 
understanding where and how growth will occur to 
ensure they always have the optimum workforce 
composition. This helps companies to earlier 
address risks that may occur or capitalize on 
opportunities by finding solutions to better manage 
talents. In this question, companies explain if 
they currently use People Analytics for Strategic 
Workforce Planning. They provide descriptions of 
the opportunities identified, processes use, and 
outcomes achieved.

Question Update

This was a new question in 2021. 

Figure 41 shows that between 40-50% of  
all companies responding to the CSA used  
People Analytics (PA) for Strategic Workforce 
Planning (SWP). 

The highest adoption rates were seen in the 
Financials sector (53%), which can be attributed  
to the relative importance of human capital in  
this sector. 

Figure 41: Strategic Workforce Planning – Percentage of participating companies that use Strategic 
Workforce Planning, by sector 
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EMPLOYEE TURNOVER RATE    

Question Rationale  

High turnover may impact employee productivity 
and lead to increased costs due to substantial 
expenses for employee recruitment. Thus, in 
this question we assess both total and voluntary 
turnover. Whereas total turnover can fluctuate 
and reflect industry trends or economic cycles, 
voluntary turnover is a better indicator of a 
company’s ability to retain its employees, who 
are critical drivers of growth. These indicators 
may reflect high levels of dissatisfaction among 
employees or structural organizational changes.

Question Update

With the 2021 change, companies can receive extra 
credit if their information regarding total employee 
turnover rate or voluntary employee turnover rate is 
available in the public domain. This means that the 
options of attaching public documents justifying 
these rates have been added. Moreover, the 
option to disclose the breakdown of the employee 
turnover rate by age group, gender, management 
level, or race/ethnicity/nationality has also been 
added. This latter addition is important to evaluate 
turnover patterns among these categories for 
indications of incompatibility or potential inequity 
in the workplace.

Figure 42 illustrates that it is most common for 
companies to report a data breakdown by gender 
and age. Nearly 50% of companies reporting on 
their employee turnover rate provide a gender 
breakdown. The limited number of companies 

reporting data broken down by race indicates that 
employee turnover is an area not yet being subject 
to scrutiny regarding its performance based on 
race or ethnicity.

Figure 42: Employee Turnover Rate – Percentage of companies by region providing a breakdown of their 
employee turnover rate 
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Figure 43: Employee Turnover Rate – Percentage of companies publicly reporting on their total and voluntary 
employee turnover rates

Figure 43 shows that it was more common for 
companies to provide public reporting on total 
employee turnover rates than voluntary turnover 
rates. In all regions, this difference was clear, with the 

exception of North America with a reporting gap of 9% 
on voluntary turnover rates, compared to gaps of at 
least 30% in all other regions.
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TREND OF EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT     

Question Rationale  

Internal employee engagement surveys are a 
crucial tool for evaluating employee experience 
and developing policies to attract, retain and grow 
employees and talents as well as for identifying 
areas for improvement. In this question, we 
determine whether companies conduct regular 
engagement surveys for their employees to 
share their opinion. Moreover, the workplace and 
overall employee experience can be very different 
depending on the individual employee and the 
different groups they belong to (age, gender, 
nationality, etc.). Thus, this question also aims to 
assess whether companies break down the results 
of their internal engagement surveys by different 
demographic and seniority categories.

Question Update

Following the 2021 changes, companies can now 
provide the breakdown of results of their employee 
engagement surveys on the basis of age group, 
gender, management level, or race/ethnicity/
nationality. Breaking down engagement results 
in this way allows companies to understand 
differences of opinion and address potential issues 
more easily.

Figure 44 shows that, similarly to data breakdowns 
for employee turnover rate, gender is the 
breakdown category provided by most companies, 
while race is the category least applied. This 
is not true for African companies, for which 
the category race is on par with the categories 
age and management. Also, in North America 

companies provide data on the category race to 
a similar extent as on the category management. 
In general, fewer than 50% of companies provide 
data breakdowns in any region, indicating that 
companies are often still missing opportunities 
to learn more about the engagement of their 
workforce dependent on employee category. 

Figure 44: Trend of Employee Engagement – Percentage of companies providing a breakdown of their results, 
by region
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Occupational Health  
and Safety        

Criterion Rationale
Poor occupational health and safety (OHS) 
performance has a direct negative impact  
on labor costs through lower productivity.  
Moreover, it can also affect a company’s reputation, 
impact staff morale or increase operating costs 
through fines and other contingent liabilities. 
The criterion thus focuses on KPIs for company’s 
own operations and for its suppliers, and their 
performance against industry benchmarks. 

Criterion Update
In the past few years, we have listened 
to companies’ feedback that some of the 
Occupational Health and Safety questions are 
difficult to answer if the company does not use 
the same metric as the ones asked for in the CSA. 
Therefore in 2021, we have expanded the number 
of metrics companies can use when answering the 
questions “Lost Time Injury Frequency Rate (LTIFR) 
for employees/ contractors” and “Total Recordable 
Injury Rate (TRIFR) for employees/contractors.” 
Furthermore, both questions LTIFR and TRIFR for 
employees now require publicly available evidence.  

Figure 45 shows the average Occupation Health & 
Safety criterion scores of all 45 covered industries 
per sector. As OHS-related metrics for employees 
are required to be publicly reported now scores 
for all sectors have dropped considerably, as not 
all companies yet report this information publicly. 

Figure 45: Occupation Health & Safety – Average criterion scores per sector

Energy, Materials and Utilities show the smallest 
score decreases as this topic is one of the most 
material in their industries. 
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LOST TIME INJURY FREQUENCY RATE (LTIFR) 
AND TOTAL RECORDABLE INJURY FREQUENCY 
RATE (TRIFR) – EMPLOYEES AND CONTRACTORS     

Question Rationale  

Lost time injury frequency rate (LTIFR) refers to the 
number of injuries that occurred in the workplace 
that resulted in an employee’s inability to work for a 
certain period of time afterwards. Total recordable 
injury frequency rate (TRIFR) includes typically 
not only the injuries resulting in lost time but also 
other injuries requiring medical treatment and their 
occurrence. Both numbers reflect the overall safety 
awareness and compliance across the company.

Question Update

We have updated the four questions to include an 
extended number of metrics companies can use 
to answer these questions. Furthermore, the two 
questions for own employees now require publicly 
available information.

Figure 46 shows that the Utilities, Energy and 
Materials sectors consistently score better 
than their peers due to the higher risk working 

environment, in which OHS performance is 
ordinarily a key material issue. 

Figure 46: LTIFR – Average scores per industry for the Lost Time Injury Frequency Rate (employees)
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Figure 47: TRIFR – Average scores per industry for Total Recordable Injury Frequency Rate (employees)

Figure 47 shows the average score of the industries 
that have the questions related to TRIFR. 

A parallel can be drawn with the LTIFR results as in 
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The approach to assess many of the ESG topics 
that are measured within the CSA requires 
industry-specific thresholds to score the company 
performance. Most of the 61 industries considered 
in the CSA have been impacted to some extent by 
the COVID-19 pandemic. However, there are some 
industries that have been particularly impacted. 
Indeed, we have seen that industries relying on 

COVID-19 adjustments
personal interactions (e.g., casinos and restaurants) 
or tourism (e.g., airlines and hotels) have seen their 
revenues fall significantly.

Therefore, we have performed a systematic analysis of 
the thresholds for all the industries in order to identify 
which adjustments were needed to ensure that 
companies are scored and compared fairly.

Figure 48: COVID-19 – Median differences in revenues and GHG emissions in selected industries 2019-2020

Figure 48 shows that the revenues of the three 
most affected industries dropped (from 2019 to 
2020) between 40-60%. At the same time, the CO2 
emissions decreased by only 30-50% and the energy 
consumption decreased by only 15-35%. 

The general decrease is certainly a direct 
consequence of temporary closures during the 
COVID-19 pandemic. The higher relative decreases in 
revenues are likely a consequence of hotels, airports 
or casinos trying to stay open despite low booking 
numbers, thus consuming energy with lower revenues.
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We continuously develop our methodology to ensure 
that our CSA remains an insightful and meaningful 
tool to benchmark your company against your peers. 
For 2022, we will continue to focus our attention on 
further aligning the CSA − where appropriate − with 
global reporting standards and frameworks. For 
several years we have been mapping our assessment 
and corresponding data requirements to standards 
to ensure that we reduce the reporting burden for 
companies. We continue to engage with global ESG 
reporting standard setters and initiatives and closely 
monitor the developments of frameworks such as 
the TCFD, the EU Non-Financial Reporting directive 
and the EU Taxonomy. Moreover, we continue our 
collaboration and dialogue with CDP to ensure 
alignment on important topics.

Outlook 2022  
As we further develop the methodology for 2022, 
we will keep this alignment in mind to ensure 
that we can benefit from the growing amount of 
sustainability information available in the public 
domain. Simultaneously, we will continue to ensure 
that, through the CSA, we continue to raise the 
bar on ESG reporting, driving more transparency 
and disclosure, and helping to educate companies 
and investors on the financial materiality of ESG 
topics. Our assessment methodology remains 
focused on integrating ESG trends that are deemed 
financially material and assessing companies on 
their performance and preparedness on ESG issues. 
We endeavor to make the CSA more focused, more 
financially relevant, and more differentiated.

We look forward to engaging with you via our ongoing 
webcast series, and as always, we welcome your 
feedback and suggestions that ensure that we 
continue to develop the CSA in a way that creates 
value for you and your stakeholders. 
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